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Glossary

• SoA – Statement of Advice

• ML – Machine Learning

• POS tag – Part of Speech tagging

• NLP – Natural Language processing

• TF-IDF – Term Frequency, Inverse-Document 
Frequency



My background

• Work in the financial sector – now super, 
previously banking

• Find answers for a variety of data problems 

• Recent IT graduate, software development 
with focus on AI and ML



Excuses slide

First commit – July 17

…all commits between 6PM and 1AM, (when the best 
code is written)



Solution approach

• Python 3.7 (5 week dev not achievable with 
other languages)

– Libraries:

• Nltk  (natural language tool kit)   for text-pre-processing

• Tika for pdf/Word parsing

• Scikit, pandas, numPy for the ML

• Data

– ASIC dataset  (20 clients)

– 3 real-world SoA instances + RG90 Appendix 2 SoA



Supervised learning + Classification 
problem



First mis-steps

• Initially I amalgamated all documents per 
client into one set of words.

• The usual ML text pre-processing steps:

– Remove punctuation

– Remove ‘stop words’ (‘the’,’and’,’a’,’as’…)

– Create stemmas and lemmas, pos_tag

– Create n-grams:



Data extraction

• Finishes with a client –data extracted and 
processed – 4 seconds all up for all documents



Getting data familiar – Flintstone SoA 
lemma and stemma unigrams and bigrams



All client files combined - Flintstone

Most frequent words:

wilma           : 104
fee                : 90
advice          : 88
investment : 82
will               : 77



Mis-steps realised

Storing compliance risks :



Potential compliance risks



Concordances of ‘goal/objective’ synonyms.  

Flintstone – a PASSing goal disclosure



Codd – a FAILing goal disclosure



Feature extraction



Standard deviation – measure of 
difference from mean



Normalised Standard deviation



Coefficient of variation



Goal/Objective word length lemmas



Normalised word length



Count of nouns



TF-IDF

• Without a lengthy explanation, in short this 
weights every word in the SoA to find the 
words that distinguish a particular document.

• It’s not a complex method, but it ends with 
large arrays of words with numeric 
representations of their ‘importance’



Why did we do that?

• To find ‘dimensions’ that may help classify 
documents (you don’t have to be sure they 
will, the model works that out)

• Don’t select related dimensions – e.g. number 
of paragraphs and document length

• This is where SMEs help – ASIC people who 
know advice documents and their failings



Machine Learning at last

• Feed the array into ML modelling 
system..choose multiple parameters with 
terms like:
– RandomForestClassifier

– Accuracy based scoring

– K_folds (I used 5)

– N_splits = 2

– Grid Search of n_estimators [10-300] & 
max_depths of [30 – infinity]



What did I learn?

• An untrained model:

• After fitting and training with holdouts, these 
were ID’d as the most important dimensions –
note that none of my ‘extracted features’ like 
noun_counts made it here:

Split in two sets

Split in five sets



Model results after fitting and training

Using those keywords, on this particular run, I was able to attain 100% precision 
recall and accuracy – which sounds impressive until you realise there were only two 
sets of 12 documents, and only two FAILS in the whole 24 documents.

And after a grid_search, which runs repeated tests – the key score here is .916667, 
which is the fraction 11/12, which means it consistently mislabelled one SoA each run



In summary

• On small dataset, model results don’t provide 
any real result

• What this exercise did teach us:
– A blend of old and new techniques reaps rewards

– Involvement from ASIC in classifying datasets for 
each specific compliance risk is best choice

– Getting familiar with the data is crucial – analyse, 
graph, plot

– We need more data!



Summary

• I could have spent the four weeks generating 
4-500 sample SoAs, but that would have given 
me nothing to show you today.

• The main takeaway is that, if the data exists, 
code development is not an obstacle 



Get in with the machines now!


